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Abstract

During the Holocene warm optimum, the Saharo-Sahelian
limit was located at 22" to 23" N Latitude,sahelian biotopes
and surface water being recorded all across the cunent
soutJrernSoharo. The extensionof lakes during the last
warm Holocene optimum is related to the range and frequency of monsoonal rains and/or of Atlantic cyclones.Our
objective is to produce a record of Holocene surface watet
extension in an area presently hyperarid. This study demonstrates the feasibility of detecting the localization of pdeolakes by analyzing the spectral information of rcmotely
sensed data. The spectral signature of evaporitic deposits related to the drying up of paleolakes is separable in the red
and near-infrared wavelengthsfrom the spectral signature of
the surrounding land-cover classes. The most appropriate
spatial rcsolution - jn the range of resoiution cell sizes of
Current sensors - to discriminate the residual recotds of paleolakes is B0 metres.

lntrcduction

Geologicaland biological evidence in the Saharanbasins,
eastto west, demonstratesthat past cold (glacial)global episodesand past warm (interglacial)global episodeshave resulted in, respectively,extensionsand regressionsof the
desertbelt. The Saharo-sahelianlimit can be defined as
roughly correspondingto the 100-mm isohyet. During the
Las{ Glacial Maximum, at 20,000 B.P., this limit was located
around 13'to 14" N latitude (Talbot,tg8+). During the Holocenewarm optimum, this limit was locatedat 22'to 23'N
Iatitude (Petit-Maire,1991). Sahelianbiotopes and surface
water (lakesor swamps)were recorded at those latitudes
throughout the large basins from the Atlantic to the Red Sea
(Petit-Maireand Kropelin, 19S1).To obtain a synoptic representation of surfacewater extension in the present Saharan
area,there is a need to connect spatially all the local observations. Satellite remote sensingis the most appropriate tool
to provide such a coarsescale representationbecausegeological surface features show distinctive spectral patterns on remotely senseddata (Petit-Maireand Page,1992). In this
preliminary study, we test the feasibility of detecting Holoiene paleolakeson the basis of the spectral information of
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remotely senseddata. If this feasibility is demonstrated,we
can deflne the spatial resolution of remotely senseddata that
is the most appropriate to detect paleolakes.We shall also attempt, if posiible, to characterizeby remote sensingtheir
surfaceand contours.
Radar imaging from spacehas been used to detect sandburied channeli of ancient river and stream coursesin desert
environments (e.g.,McCauley et al., 1sB2),but the detection
of paleolakesdoel not necessarilyrequire the ground-penetraiing capability of radar systems.Passivesatellite remote
sensiig techniqueshave never been applied before to the
mappiig of paleolakes,but a few authors have shown the
p.utiica-bititv of fine resolution satellite data in detection of
ialine soil (Sinehet al., 1.983;Singh and Dwivedi, tg8g;
Manchanda,19-g+;Sommerfeldtef 01.,1985).Someof the
minerals formed at the surfaceof agricultural fields by salinization and waterloggingare the same as found in the residual depositsof paleolakes.Gore and Bhagwat(1991)have
shown that higlily saline soils correspondon Landsat MSS
data to the brightest white patches.These authors could extract different ilasses of saline areasusing a Soil Brightness
Index. In the work of Stoner and Baumgardner{1980), soils
with gypsic mineralogy, a very common feature for residual
paleolile deposits,were also found to have the highest spectral reflectanies on average,for all observedwavelengths,
among over 240 United Statesand tropical soil series.

(Nofthem
Mali)
Basin
intheTaoudenni
Lakes
TheHolocene

In the hyperarid central Sahara,a string of Holocene paleo-lakes is iocated along a 125-kmlong depression,betweenEI
Guettaraand Taoudenni. A detailed description of these is
given by
Fabreand Petit-Maire(1988)and Petit-Maire(1991).
-r.r*-ary
of their main characteristicswill be given
A bri"f
here.
Between9000 and 4000 yearsB'P. + 500 years,permanent lakes existed in this area.They were fed by runoff and
karstic emergencesfoom a limestone Carboniferousplateau to
the north, into a flat red clay country. The hydrological optimum was between 8500 and 6700 year B.P. when rainfall
seasonalitystrongly decreased,indicating both monsoonal
and Atlaniic preclpitation patterns.Between4400 and 3500
evaporitesyear B.P.,all lakes dried up,some leavinS^saline
(Agorgott),others leaving carbonates,still forming visible pillari and yardangs(Haijad), or travertineswith gypsum in
small depressions(Telig)(Figure1). The upper layer of tt'e
depositsbf the Agorgott brackish lake consistsof pale red
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sebkhasandy clays with halite brought to the surfaceby capillary action.

The digital image processinghas been performed with the

Detection
Data
of Paleolakes
onSPOT

Spectral
Separability
Measure
A procedure commonly used in remote sensingis to determine, before classifying the data, the mathematical separability of classes.We are particularly interestedin knowing how
separablethe spectral signatureof paleolakesis from the
spectral signatureof the surrounding land-cover classes,defined through field surveys(Fabre,1991).The spectralresponseof salts and carbonateshas been compared to the
responseof four other classes:"Red Country-1" (sandstone
coveredby sand),"Red Country-2" (exposedsandstone),carbonatesand Hammadianmarls, and Hammadianlimestone.
To perform the interclassseparability analysis,the JeffriesMatusita (Jtvt)distance (also called the Bhattacharryadistancel has been calculated between the evaporitesand the
other classes.This distanceis a measureofthe averagedistance between two class density functions which have a normal distribution. It has been dernonstratedthat it performs
consiclerablvbetter as a separabilitv measurefor multivariate
normal speitral class models than hivergenceand is equiva-

Data
We have processed and interpreted one seor image in the
multispectral mode coverins the Taoudenni area. In that
mode,ihere are three spectil bands (green, red, and near-infraredl with a nominal soatial resolution of 20 metres. These
data were acquired on 6 May 1986 in clear-sky conditions
and include the three oaleolakes described in the last section
(Figure 2). The image iras been geometrically corrected and
registered to the 1:200,000-scaletopographic map of Taoudenni in the UTM projection. No atmospheric correction has
been performed. A contamination of the satellite image by atmospheric aerosols would only be a problem for this study if
the optical thickness of the atmosphere had varied through
the scene. As reference data, we have used the photogeologic
interpretation of the area fFabre, 1983); field data from Fabre
and Petit-Maire (rgee), Fabre (rgsr), and Oxnevad (19s1);
and a preliminary study of SPOT images (Page ef o,1.,rgsr).
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Figure1. Fieldmap of the area berweenTaoudenniand El Guettara,with paleolakeslocation(fromFabre
1988).
and Petit-Maire,
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evaporiticdeFigure2. lmage subset of the SpoTxs Band 3, with the paleolakelocations.Paleolacustrine
positsappearas brightwhite patches.A : Agorgott;T : Telig;H : Haijad.Dikescan be seen as linear
1990 CNES.
features.@ SPOTimageCopyright

lent to transformed divergence (Swain et ol., L97L), By contrast to the Mahalanobis distance, the IM distance has a
saturating behavior with increasing class separation, as does
the probability of correct classification. A fM distance of 2.0
between two spectral classes would imply classification of
pixel data into those classes (assuming they were the only
two) with 100 percent accuracy, if probability distribution
class models are employed and if the density functions are
normal (Richards, 19BG).
The spectral signatures of the different classes have been
defined by selecting training areas from the ref'erence data.
Each class was represented by a sample of prototype pixels

which have, on the photogeologic map, the attributes of that
class. Means, standard deviations, and covariance matrices
for the three sPoT bands were extracted for each class, and
pairwise JIradistances were calculated between evaporites
ind all the other classes,first, taken individually, and then
merged in coarser categories (Table 1).
These results demonstrate that the evaporite and carbonate spectra are highly separable from the spectra of the other
classes.It can also be seen that, for the maximum-likelihood
classification, the potential for discriminating the evaporites
from the rest is larger if the other classes are treated separately rather than clustered together. This is explained by an
increase in covariance when dissimilar classes are clustered.

ANDrHE
BETwEEN
Evnpontres

Classification
The scatterplot of the red and near-infrared bands has been
produced (Figure 3). As can be expected (Crist and Cicone,
isa+), most of the pixel data fall along the so-called "soil
line" (the diagonal of the scatterplot). All the evaporite pixels are located at the extreme end of the soil line, having the
brightest spectral response both in the red and near-infrared
wavelengths. This observation suggeststhat an automatic detection of this class should be possible using the spectral information in these two bands only. A classification of the
evaporites spectral class has been attempted using a simple
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the field. These estimatesare based on an interDretationof
the topographyand geologyof the landscape(Fabre,1991),
and correspondto the maximum limit of the pofenfial lake
area.
As shown in Table 2, the remote sensinganalysis detects
the surfacefeaturesassociatedwith paleolakesbut only classifiesa small portion of the topographicaldepressionswhich
are at the origin of these paleolakes.The bright signatures
which are extractedby thresholding the red and infrared
bands correspondto the surfaceof exposedsalt, carbonate,
and gypsum deposits,e.g.,the residualrecordsofthe past
lake extension.This approach gives only a mlnimum figure
of the past lake surface,and thereforeleads to omission errors. The surfaceof the topographical depressionsets the upper limit of the lake extension,but this does not mean that
the lake necessarilyfilled the whole depressionat one period
of the Holocene.This raisesthe question of what are the real
Iimits of the paleolakes,knowing that there have been significant variations of the lake level throughout the Holocene
(Fabre,19S1).If the thresholdto discriminatethe bright
evaporite deposits is lowered, a commission error is produced; pixels correspondingto the Hammadian carbonates
and limestone at the northeastof the lake boundaries are included in the class at the same time as pixels within the lake
depression.

Figure3. Scatterplotof the red and near-infrared
bands.

thresholding of the red and near-infrared bands. This is
equivalent to a two-band parallelpiped classification. The
third sPoT band was not used in the classification because.
for this image, it is highly redundant with the red band (correlation coefficient of 0.96). The photogeologic interpretation
of the area has been used to select training areas over several
known evaporite deposits. The threshold to extract paleolake
pixels has been defined as the value two standard deviations
below the mean of the training data for that class, in the two
bands. This interval is displayed on Figure 3 and includes
about 95 percent of the values of the class. The brightness
values ofthe threshold are 140 in the red band and 159 in
the infrared band. All pixels with a spectral response above
that threshold correspond to evaporitic pixels. All pixels
with a spectral response below that threshold correspond to
other classes.This simple approach allowed us to map the
extension of the evaporitic deposits.
Evaluation
of the Method
Given the great difficulty in performing field work in this
part of the Sahara, field data have not been systematically
measured at the pixel level, according to a pre-defined sampling scheme and with a location accuracy satisfactory
enough to control the satellite-derived map at the pixel scale.
However, in addition to the photogeologic interpretation of
the area, very good reference data from past expeditions in
the Taoudenni basin are available (Figure 1). Therefore, our
product was evaluated at the scale of the paleolakes.
Concerning the location of the paleolakes, the classification results were in very good agreement with the reference
data. For the estimation of the areal extent of the oaleolakes.
the evaluation is more comolex because the lakes-extension
has varied throughout the Fiolocene. However, the areal extent of the apparent evaporitic deposits of the paleolakes, as
estimated by remote sensing, can be compared to the total
areal extent of the topographical depression, as estimated in
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Discussion
In summary, the location of residual evaporitic paleolake deposits by remote sensingis feasible,using a simple thresholding of the red and near-infraredbands. This
classificationtechnique can be easily automatedto processa
large amount of satellite data in order to detect paleolakes
over a much wider area of the Sahara.Concerning our second objective,the characterizationby remote sensingof the
surfaceand contours of paleolakes,the results are disappointing. While it is not possible,with the field data currently available,to quantify the magnitude of our omission
error, it is likely to be large when considering the maximum
actual lake extension,which is unknown but assumedto be
approximate to the area of the topographic depression.This
underestimation is explained by the fact that evaporitesdo
not cover the entire extent of the original lake surfacedue to
the original physical processof evaporite formation and to
the subsequentaeolian deflation of evaporite deposits.

0ptimal
Spatial
Resolution
In order to estimate the cost, in terms of data acquisition and
processing, of mapping evaporite deposits throughout the Sahara, it is important to determine what is the optimal resolution-cell size to discriminate the residual records of
paleolakes. The selection of an optimal spatial resolution and
Tngre2. CoMpARrsoN
or tne EsrrvnteDRESTDUAL
EvlpoRrrrc
AREA
wtrHTHE
Tornr SuRrncroFTHEDEpRESStorus
nr TElrc.Heuno.nlto Aconcorr
Satellite
estimation of

Area of the
depression
Telig
Haifad
Agorgott'

7.3 km'?
55.0 km'
52.3 km'

evaporites

0.2 km'
6.0 km'?
2.91 km'?

Proportion of
the
depression
area
2.7 4o/o
1.D9o/o
5.CO"/o

1 Estimations only for the portion of the lake which is on the SpoT
image (44% of the total area of the lake).
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Figure4. Transect of brightness values across Haijad at
three resolutions: red band. (a) sPor resolution (20 m);
(b) 80 metres resolution; (c) 1.1 kilometres resolution.
o

2000

spatial scale depends on the spatial structure of the landscape and the type of information that is to be extracted
(Woodcock and Strahler, 1,987).
Method
The sPor data have been analyzed at their original spatial
resolution [20 metres in the multispectral mode) and have
then been degraded to successively coarser resolutions, ap-
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proximating the responseof other satellite sensorsystems:B0
metres (LandsatMultispectral Scanner)and 1.1 kilometres
(nvunn LAC/HRPT
data).Landsat Thematic Mapper data have
not been simulatedbecausetheir spatialresolution(30 metres) is only slightly coarserthan t[e resolution of spot data.
The simple aggregationand averagingof sror pixels do not
produce a perfect simulation of the actual Landsat and
AVHRRdata, becausethese sensorsare characterizedby different point spread functions, modulation transfer functions,
and spectral resolutions. However, this study only explores
rangesof resolutions and there is no need to mimic exactly
the responseof particular sensors.At every resolution and
for every paleolake,the data have been reclassifiedusing the
same threshold values, and the new maps have been compared to the map producedat the 20-metreresolution.
Results
The results demonstratethat, among the spatial resolutions
of current satellite sensors,the B0-metrerange (LandsatMSS)
will lead to the highest classificationaccuracy.To illustrate
this point, brightnessvalues at three resolutions have been
plotted along an east-westtransectwhich crossesthe topographical depressionand the evaporitic deposits of the Haiiad lake, a medium size paleolake.The different transectsare
shown on Figure 4 for the red band, and Figure 5 for the infrared band. At the sPor resolution (Figures4a and 5a), the
brightnessvalues along the transect exhibit many local variations, especially through the evaporite deposits (brighter pixels). This is consistentwith the findings of Woodcock and
Strahler (1987)who have shown that, when the resolutioncell size is much smaller than the obiect to be discriminated,
the local variations of brightnessvalues correspondsto
changesin scenecomposition at a scale finer than the scale
the specof the obiect.This within-classvariancedecreases
tral separability of the evaporite class and results in a lower
classificationaccuracy.At the BO-metreresolution (Figures
4b and 5b) some of the within-lake variation has been
smoothed by the averagingeffect related to the larger resolution-cell size.The spectralseparabilityof the paleolakewill
thus be higher at this resolution. At the 1.1-kilometreresolution (Figures4c and 5c), only one pixel has a value larger but only slightly - than the threshold in the red band and,
in the near-infraredband, the paleolakeis barely detectable.
This resolution is thereforetoo coarsecompared to the size
of the lake: most of the 1.L-kmpixels fall acrossevaporitic
d e p o s i t sa n d s u r r o u n d i n gm a t e i i a l sa. n d a v e r a g et h e i r b r i g h t nessesvalues. The oresenceof these mixed pixels removes
the possibility of loiating evaporite deposits reliably. Any
smaller or narrower paleolakewould stay undetected.As a
conclusion,the most appropriatespatialresolutionin the
rangeof resolutioncell sizesof current sensorsis 80 metres.

Conclusion
The digital analysis of remotely sensed data could detect and
locate the evaporitic deposits related to the drying up of paleolakes through an empirical analysis of radiances in the
red and infrared wavelengths. Even though we demonstrated
that the areal extent of paleolakes cannot be estimated, their
simple detection and location remains a useful application,
especially if applied at the scale of tropical deserts. It will alIow an inventory of previously unknown paleolakes to be
made. From that, it will be possible to infer changes in atmospheric paleocirculation based on the presence of surface
water and modifications of the Precipitation/Evaporation ratio. This will contribute to the improvement and test of cli-
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Figure5. Transectof brightnessvaluesacrossHaijadat
three resolutions:near-infrared
band.(a) SpoTresolution
(20 m); (b) 80 metresresolution;(c) 1.1 kilometresresolution.

matic models. In order to map and quantify the exfension of
surface water during the humid optimum, remote sensing
techniques will have to be combined with field surveys or
aerial photointerpretation for a finer estimation of the actual
past surface of individual lakes. The project of detecting and
locating most Holocene paleolakes in the now arid part of
northern Africa would involve the processing of a very large
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amount of data. In order to cover the region lying between
30'and 17" N, from the Atlantic shore of Mauritania and Occidental Sahara to the Red Sea shore of Sudan, the handling
of 300 Landsat MSS scenes would be reouired.
In addition to its contribution to paleoclimatology, the
method presented here has potential applications in archaeology. The presence of surface waters in the present Sahara,
as in other dry areas, attracted animal and human populations. Many Holocene lacustrine shores are rich in archaeological sites. The detection of paleolakes can therefore be
used to locate privileged sites for field investigations.
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by theAmericanSocietyof Photogrammetry
andInstituteDivisionat UtahState
andConference
andtheDepartment
of BiologicalandIrrigationEngineering
University.Held in Logan,Utah,May 1993. Topicsinclude:
. Systemsand Image ProcessingI
o Systemsand Image ProcessingII
. Delineation of Wetlands and
Riparian Vegetation I

o General Applications
o Forestry Applications
. Fisheries Habitat Monitoring

. Agricultural Applications
o Delineation of Wetlands and
Riparian Vegetation II
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